Combines Quality with the Highest Flexibility.
M.KO COOL – The perfect vehicle for temperature-controlled
transport of any type.

Flush-mounted load securing
rails for telescopic clamping bars
and tensioning belts.

The double-decker system provides you with additional loading
capacity whenever you need it
and with little additional effort.

The liquid-tight aluminium floor
pan protects against moisture
and liquids.

Four-lip door seal to perfectly
seal the box body.

The Situation

Your Benefits

Refrigerated freight is a demanding freight. Strict
temperature and hygiene regulations place special
demands on the performance and reliability of
transport vehicles, especially in city traffic.

-- Compatible with numerous brands: Using the same
frame concept you can combine the box bodies
with trucks from every major manufacturer.
-- Integrated solutions for your individual refrigeration
requirements.
-- Optimised evaporator.
-- Simple cleaning thanks to liquid-tight welded
floor pan.
-- Versatility through optional double decker system
and / or multi-temperature equipment.
-- Customisable to create optimal solutions for every
area of work.

The M.KO COOL is designed to meet these demands
and is perfectly tailored to any challenges you meet
when transporting temperature-controlled freight.
First-class insulation properties, lower operating costs
and countless details make this trailer the key to
success for your company.

M.KO COOL Refrigerated Vehicles
Truck box body
Technical Specifications
Internal body length (L) 6,050 - 9,750 mm
Body height (H)
2,100 - 2,850 mm
2,600 mm
Overall width (B
Interior body width (BI)
2,460 / 2,490 mm
Gross vehicle weight
11,990 / 18,000 / 26,000 kg

A variety of versatile fittings for
multi-compartment vehicles and
different temperature zones.

Optimised evaporator in the
interior ideal for multi-temperature
vehicles.

Easy to repair thanks to bolted,
detachable fastenings (Modulos).

The refrigeration unit can be
selected from among the leading
manufacturers.

A selection of various portal
coverings depending on the area
of work and task.

Ferroplast body for optimum
energy efficiency.

Equipment
FERROPLAST bodies: polyurethane hard foam with
durable multi-layered coated metal surfaces on both
sides.
Frame concept: bolted and galvanised subframe
10 year warranty against rust-through on hot dip
galvanised parts.
Rear end solutions: Individual solution depending
on the application and your company's work.
Load securing: Double-decker and load-securing
system, load securing certificate to DIN EN 12642
Code XL.
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Optional: HACCP certification, ATP classification,
CoC – quick and easy registration.

